Degree requirements by Catalog Year

As of Fall, 2011: Courses may be used to satisfy both major and general education requirements (no longer a limit of 2 courses). The units will be counted only once for the degree. This is NOT limited to students with catalog rights of Fall, 2011 but is retroactive and being implemented in Fall of 2011.

Beginning in Fall, 2010 – DD214 (Military Credit), may be used to satisfy Area E for 3 units for Blue AA, Green AS and Yellow CSU AA*. *Note if using DD214 for CSU, student must have their CSU GE Fully Certified prior to transfer.

Fall, 2010 – for students with rights beginning F’10:

- No “D” grade in the major or emphasis – all courses must be completed with a grade of “C” or better. This applies to AA, AS, Certificates of Achievement and Skills Certificates

Fall, 2008 – for students with rights beginning F’08:

- Math 152 required for Cabrillo’s AS Degree
- ENGL 1A required for Cabrillo’s AA and AS Degrees
- Transferable AS degrees in ASTRO, BIO, BUS, CHEM, CS, ENGR, GEN SCI, GEOL, MATH and PHYS – 30 units required in the major/model program or ASSIST and using IGETC or CSU GE.
- 18-unit Emphasis* required for Liberal Arts and Sciences Degree: Arts & Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences or Interdisciplinary Studies.

*Note: Courses for the emphasis must be chosen from Area C and D on the CSU GE (yellow) pattern – for ALL 4 of Cabrillo’s degrees (IGETC, CSU, AA, AS)

Fall, 2004 – for students with rights beginning F’04

- Math 152 required for Cabrillo’s AA Degree

See the Math Maze document for further clarification on meeting the math requirements (FA ’08, FA’04, FA ’03, and prior to FA ’03).
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